Reference case - Campus henleykaai

The school of the
future
A robust WiFi network for a
future-oriented school
The provincial campus in Ghent has four schools under
its umbrella: three secondary schools and one adult
education centre. Together they offer a wide range of
courses to a large group of students and trainees. In
short, the school needed a network-inf rastructure and
WiFi that could handle a large number of users without
losing quality of service.

“ICT in education is on the rise”
Henk Vlerick explains: “On our campuses the WiFi is frequently used. It has become indispensable during school

“Our previous WiFi network did its job, but was an
enormous time investment. Over the years, we noticed
that the use of our network increased, both during

activities. For example, our students and teachers use

school hours and after-school activities. It was time

school tablets and laptops, connected to the network. The

to adopt more digital technologies, so we decided to

payments in our hairdressing school made with Bancontact
and the Bednet lessons run smoothly via WiFi.”

expand our school network and to invest in innovation,”
says Henk Vlerick, principal of Campus Richtpunt in
Ghent and Paul Fostier, ICT director, Province of East
Flanders. “The analysis showed that a replacement of

“Next to school activities, our network is frequently used
during sport activities,” says Henk Vlerick. “Students and
visitors to the school can easily log in to our public network

the existing networking infrastructure was appropriate.
In doing so, the cooperation with Citymesh went
smoothly and entirely in consultation with the province,”
says Paul Fostier.

using their name and email address. In the sports hall and
cafeteria, after-school basketball games and other team
activities take place. Everyone attending a match can use
our public WiFi network without difficulties.”

Digitization has more than ever found its way in the Belgian
education system: “You can see that digitization has become
very important. We feel strongly encouraged to invest in ICT
by the Department of Education,” says Henk Vlerick.

Quick login
The campus has chosen for a single-sign-on system, a portal
on which the WiFi login system is linked to Smartschool,
Google or Office365: “The network portal is very easy to use,
both for users and the administrator. There is very little
administrative follow-up to this system. We don’t have to
manually add or remove users, it all happens automatically.
And without losing perspective: you still get an overview
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of who is using the network,” explains Paul Fostier. Userfriendly and time-saving for both the end user and the

Solution

administrator.
» 67x Ruckus R510 (AP)

Perfect coverage

» 3X Ruckus R310 (AP)

The campus is very satisfied with its WiFi network, Henk

» 1X Citymesh VPN router High End

Vlerick agrees: “The cooperation with Citymesh went
smoothly and was correct in every possible way: the measurement, installation and maintenance. Citymesh actively

» 7x Manageable gigabit switch 12p
» 5x Manageable gigabit switch 28p

involved us from the very beginning of the process. The
coverage is excellent, I can walk through campus and I will
never experience the smallest hitch on the administrative
network.”
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